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MJS 8 Associates- Home

Thanks for visiting!
We hope you can find everything you need. This California-based law firm - with a history of national and
international representation - is focused on providing high-quality service and customer satisfaction in all fields
of legal endeavor. We will do everything we can to meet your expectations. We guarantee your outcome will
command a unique level of attention to detail and creativity. It will be beyond your expectations or
imagination. We are the only taw firm to guarantee it.

About Us
Contact Us

With a variety of offerings to choose from, we' re sure you' ll be happy working with us. Look around our website
and if you have any comments or questions, please feel free to contact us.

Updates:
1. In the massive case, Ronald v. Bank of America, Los Angeles Superior Court Case
No. BC409444, in which the Firm is representing more than one thousand California
consumers against attempted foreclosures by Bank of America, the Firm recently - in
October, 2010 - obtained an order in favor of all clients and against the Bank from
Federal Judge Manuel Real. Judge Real referred to one of the Bank's arguments as
"absurd" and threw the Bank out of Federal District Court with respect to the case.
2. On January 11, 2011, the Los Angeles Superior Court - the Honorable William
Highberger 
- ruled that the Ronald case states valid causes of action against Bank of
America. Discovery and depositions are now being conducted. The case is rapidly
moving forward in California State and Appellate Court. The Firm is unaware of any
mass joinder case in which the Court has accepted the complaint and allowed
Plaintiffs to proceed.
The firm is unaffiliated with Mr. Matt Davis, Esq., and urges you to read the disclaimer
set forthbelow and on the portion of this website entitled "Contact Us". As of March 6,
2011, it has been reported to the Firm that Mr. Davis was or is involved with an
organization of unknown origin called Mass Litigation Alliance. Several consumers have
contacted the firm to inquire about Mr. Davis and statements allegedly made by Mr.
Davis'or his agents to the effect that the Firm is no longer accepting new clients. To
the contrary and in the avoidance of any doubt, the firm is actively taking cases
nationwide tostop what isthe most significant and largest bank scandal in the history
of this Country. The Firm's intention is to not turn away any client unless and until the
banks have ceased their unlawful conduct against United States citizens. The reports
regarding Mr. Davis are emblematic of the industry-wide problem of identity theft and
fraud, and that is why these matters are disclosed here in addition to the disclaimer
sections set forth below and on the "Contact Us" pages.
As the names of additional Law Firms or Organizations are uncovered as unlawfully
utilizing the Firm's name or its marks, the Firm shall identify such entities and update
this website at the first available opportunity.
The consultations given by the firm are at no charge.

Important Notice: In view of the federal banking crisis, MJS Et Associates is receiving massive intake of calls,
solicitations, and inquiries. In this climate of "viral" news, MJS Et Associates has seen or heard many opinions of
others claiming to be involved with or associated with MJS Et Associates. Some of the calls, solicitations,
inquiries and opinions are legitimate homeowners seeking to protect themselves or legitimate associates of the
Firm. Others are persons, acting without any authority, wishing to capitalize on what MJS Et Associates started
way back in March, 2009. Please be aware that no person is authorized to speak for MJS Et Associates absent an
authentic written instrument demonstrating their consultancy or relationship with MJS Et Associates.
Furthermore, MJS Et Associates does not represent any person absent first undertaking a binding agreement to do
so. The Firm strongly advises you to not accept imitations. First, verify the involvement with MJS Et Associates
and verify the information being given to you. In the event of any questions whatsoever, please contact the Firm
and we will clear up any confusion.

We hope to see you again! Check back later for new updates to
our website. There's much more to come!
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